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2nd T.A.F/Air Inf: 306

RAIL JAY YARDS IN /RANCE ATTACKED

■Mitchells .and Bostons of R.A.F. 2nd T.A.F. made a successful

attack tonight on the railway yards at IGOVILLE, which lies to the

south of ROUEN, and was reported to hold a large amount of German

military equipment.

The bombers had a hot reception from the flak gunners while

over the target, and on the way home.

Mitchells of the Royal Dutch. Naval Service- and. Bostons of the

Fighting French Air Force took part, in. addition to the British

squadrons.
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GERMAN M LOSES MORE OIL

Soon after nine o’clock last night, and again just before midnight, Halifaxes

and Lancasters of R.A.F, Bomber Command attacked three fuel dumps, each containing

many hundreds of tons of oil, in Northern France. All throe dumps were a conr

siderable distance from the battlefield. They were-at and in

the Foret de Luchcux and the Foret de Chantilly. Aire is in the Pas de Calais,
the F§ret de Lucheux somewhat farther South, and the Foret de Chantilly just North
of Paris.

The German Army is so short of fuel that it is new having to collect it from

dumps in remote parts of France. At times, the distances are so great that when

the oil is brought by lorries this in itself puts a strain on the enemy’s petrol

supply.

In the dumps the oil is stored in tanks or drums, and the bombing of these

three objectives will have deprived the enemy of several thousand tons of

desperately needed petrol and lubricating oil.

Separate forces attacked the three dumps and left each of them in flames with

black smoke of burning oil rising thousands of feet in the air. Crews attacking

the depots could see the fires for a long time after they had left on their

homeward flight.

Almost at the same time squadrons of Mosquitos of Bomber Command attacked

Cologne with k,OOO lb bombs. It was a swift and concentrated attack and here too

crews saw fires burning after they left the target.
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TWO GERMAN SOLDIERS RhTCTEVJdIE.. W

By ja Military Observer

The following extracts from two letters written by soldiers in Italy of the German

134 GR© provic'.; a... interesting insight of the war, as seen by the enemy.

They express two diametrically-opposed viewpoints© Letter A presents the true

state of affairs within the German lines - from a serving soldier who has every reason

to know the sorry --'light of his own Armyc

Letter B is a typical example of how consistent indoctrination of German propaganda

still prevails over common-sense and common knowledge, It is sign! Cicant that such

letters arc very considerably in the minority: they are. however, none the less

interesting - even though Germany is losing the wait

(A) ITALY, June 2,.
} 1944

Dear Mother;

A f°w days ago I sunt you two lettersc I don’t know when ver they will reach

you, but I write frequently© Sooner of later one loiter must get through; and

then you will know what is happening to me©

w'e are retreating, and nothing functions properly now© p.e are glad enough

to get oar rations, let alone think about receiving mail© We have to march all

the time and we are happy when we have short intervals to rest.

I neither can, nor want to describe to you what we have gone through, because

I am glad when I don't have to think about it© But if I ever got home on leave,

I’ll tell you all about it; but I think by that time I will have forgotten the

worst.

I should like to hove a letter from you, so that I know whas is happening at

home. Otherwise lam well, but very badly dressed- You would never recognise

me, thinking that at least I look like a soldier© Yfell, I don? t
c I’m wearing a

pair of canvas trousers, patched up with all kinds of stuff I’ve got off the

Italians; shoes that are kept together by a strap because the sic is coming off,

and a tunic belonging to an Aa/U gunner© In brief
: I look like a civilian. But

all that does not matter© The main thing is that wo got back and then we’ll get

new clothes. I have nothing left© No notepaper, no washing m: burials. I’ve

thrown a*way everything except the soldiers’ most necessary equipment.

We have
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\<r a have £i pretty poor job to do these days, to wait until every one has

pulled out before we ourselves go back* By that time the Americans (sic)

are usually on to us , M ■

(B)

• Tommy will soon have to stop these air r’aids. out here he can no

longer do as much as he would like to* He-has hardly any aircraft left* On

top of that he has had to .send large numbers of troops from here to France,

We<ll soon tan his hide for him, you con rely on that,* The front will hold*

Even though we arc but few, we shall hold ....

MILITARY AFFAIRS
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USSD JIIS GAS ILASK AS DIVING HEKrET

By a Naval Reporter

By using his gas mask as a diving helmet, an engineer rating freed the propeller

of an L.3.V. in time for her to put to sea on that tide.

The L.B.V 1
s propeller had been fouled by a piece of wire, which she had picked

up in a little Normandy harbour.

The water was rising. It was essential that thfe L.B.V. should, leave harbour

rath, little delay, in> order to ferry in to the beach ’’priority” stores from a- ship

which was lying vffshore.

A diver was not available so the engineering rating, wearing his gas mask,

ducked below the surface, while a shipmate held the container above water to enable

him to breathe.

This is merely one example of the. ingenuity shown by engineering officers and

ratings who are servicing hundreds ci small ferry craft in .conditions of great

difficulty.

The success ok their efy arts is proved by the fact that a good percentage of all

the landing barges Vehicles, Emergency Repair, Water, Oiler, Kitchen, Flak and the

rest that crossed to France on. D-day are still in commission. The large number

k

damaged during the recent gale have all been repaired.

These flotillas of converted Thanes lighters have more than justified themselves.

Each corries an average of tons a trip. Working twenty-four hours a day, ferrying

bailey bridging, ammunition, Red Cross stores, food, and other gear, they have landed

on the Normandy beaches many thousands of tons of vital army equipment since the

beginning of operations.

The men in them., and the team that keep them, operating, are doing a grand job.

”Although our equipment here is on a. moderate scale there is nothing that

Maintenance is not prepared to tao le in ninir craft,” Lt. (E) F.G-.Hodson, of L-.nnineton

Spa, assistant senior oi.'icer of landing craft repair and maintenance, said to m*.

”The show put up by the landing barges - which have proved invaluable ~ is due to the
/men
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men in them.. I fc-cl that things could scarcely have been so successful without

them.

All these flotillas hid to be organised so quickly that detailed long-term

training was not possible, and a va. t amount of organisation became the responsibility

of the men themselves.

The L.B.E, is not to be confused with the L.S.E, (Lending Ship Engineering),

which is an impressive floating workshop .equipped to deal with major landing craft.

The L.B.E. carries ten hands, including two seamen, two stokers and a cook, who ,is

officially termed spare stoker.

Though some of then may not have seen the inside of an engine before joining the

Navy, today they arc all handymen, prepared to t .cklc any repair job which comes their

way, Holding, burning, turning, minor hull repairs - they are ready to handle them all,

He found one L. B,E, lying on the mud in a. corner of a Little Normandy harbour.

On the quay was its ancilliary workshop - a lorry. Arid clouds of white dust which

blankets every'Normandy port nowadays a gaip 'e doing another improvised job;

they were fashioning a rudder from a plate they had cut out of a derelict tank*.

In the barge hold other repair work was in progress under a tarpaulin cover.

This craft, is a little larger than the average of the type, Aft is a fairly

roomy messdeck containing bunk space for the ship’s company* Vcrcrans of the crew •

arc the coxswain, Pottery Officer W. Young, of Rothcrhithe, London, who has been a

Thames lighterman for twenty-three years; and the Senior Able Seaman, R. Hallett, of

Dagenham, Essex, who has been plying up and down London river for eighteen years*

The Commanding Officer S/Lt» D.A,' Muir, R»N»Z.N,R», of Wellington, New Zealand, is

twenty-four. He enjoys the luxury, rare in the ,c craft, of a tiny cabin for his

own use.

In common vzith all the other craft in the squadron, this L.B.E. does not follow

naval routine. The crew has no set watches. Being essentially routine work, their

job lacks "glamour", work of repairing swamped engines and generally keeping

these minor craft fit for sea, goes on all round the clock, as it has done

continually since D-day,

Their satisfaction is seeing the craft sail on tine - ar.S -ing then -<rcitly

return to the beach with more vital supplies fox* th'" ti'oops.

NAVAL AF AIRS

NOTE:- Photograph available from P.N.A.
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IWrCBiM AWAITS NEWS OP NANTES

CHANGES HIS NATIONALITY IS NOH IN TEE R.A.P.

A Flight Mechanic serving with a RAF Mustang Wing in Normandy has a strong

personal interest in the fall of Nantes, Ho is a young Frenchman who escaped

from France in Nay, 194-0, and relatives and friends in Nantes gave him shelter after

his own home, at Amiens, had been bombed.

Twenty-two years of age. he has taken E. .bish nationality and now uses an

English name - Harold Hingham, His parents and his two brothers made their escape

with him and have made their home at Hambledun, near Portsmouth,

"Our house in Aniens was between a hospital and an aerodrome", he said, "and

the hospital was the first place to bo bombed by the Boches. All of our family

piled into two cars, taking what possessions e could think of in the hurry of the

moment. We took the most ridiculous and us less things. I brought a pair of

football boots, but quite forgot neckties.

"After we had gone some little way out c the town my father and I went back

to sec if it was safe to return, but we saw a village disappear in smoke before our

eyes, and decided it wasnH, For a tine we ' aok refuge with friends near Nantes, a

peaceful spot in a pinewood where it was hard so believe there was any war. But

aircraft taking off for the front made shortc and shor '-er trips so that we knew the

Bochc was getting nearer., and eventually we 1 rd the guns and felt it was time

we were going.

"We went further and further south, tryi ,

at every port for a sea passage to

England. We wore in Bordeaux when the Govc-r nent removed there and the Boches

bombed it.. At last we got on -an English troopship at St, Jean de Luz, We waited

on the quayside for three days before .we got on board. Like everybody else we left

our cars standing. Cars and motor bikes wee to be had for the asking,"

"Wingham’’ has been in the RAF nearly fou years, and was overjoyed when he was

posted tc TAP, which he hoped would mean his ■-turning to. France.

"I was asleep in my bunk”, he said, "whe; one of m\ friends shook me awake and

told me we were in sight of France. I went n deck and stood there looking. I

did not whether to laugh or cry; all I cou3 do was to look and look, unable to

believe that I was going back to France after four yeans of exile.”

He has naturally had more contact with the inhabitants of Normandy than most

other RAF personnel, handicapped hy the langue
o

e difficulty, and has been in a

favourable position to assess their feelings ord to gather information about the

Germans. . /The
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The most marked feeling of the French, in his opinion, after their

primary hatred of the Germans, is a consuming contempt for the

collaborators and a determination to sec them punished.

"We arc afraid," he said, that you will be too humane to the

Germans and to then,"

According to sone of his friends the Germans said quite openly,

before cur landings, "we were going to lose the’ war, but a lot of

Frenchmen arc going to die with us."
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COMMUNIQUE NO. -123

Supreme Headquarters,

Advanced Command Post,

Allied Expeditionary Forge

1100 hours August 9, 1944

Allicd forces in BRITTANY are closing in on the ports of ST. MALO,

BREST and LORIENT, Converging columns have pushed to within five miles of

LORIENT' and other forces have engaged the enemy four miles from

Fighting is now in progress in the outskirts of ST. MALO, Large fires axJe

at both ST, MALO ,sncL.LORIENT# indicating destruction by the Germans

of their supplies in both ports.

Confused fighting is in progres around MORTAIN oh the NORMANDY front.

To the1

northwest of MORTAIN, a German counterattack, with tanks and infantry,

was broken at GATHEMO, which has been freed. The drive penetrated about

one mil’e into ’our line, but heavy losses were inflicted on the enemy by

Allied troops, assisted by p’ ones and artillery; The front line in tins

-rea now extends generally 'along the road between GATHEMO and VIRE, In- the

vicinity of TIRE the enemy is offering stubborn resistance south and

southwest of the town.

The Allied drive south of'•CAEN progressed some sever, thousand yards

yesterday. After heavy and accurate preliminary bombing, the- first

objectives were secured by first light and a number of pockets of enemy which

had been bypassed in this first advance -were cleared up during the day.

The advance continued at midday in face of determined enemy resistance, supported,

by armour. The villages of LA HOGUE. HAUTMESNIL, CINTHEAUX and ST. AIGNAN an<3-

the tovm of BRETTEVILLE-SUR-LAIZE are. in our hands.

/The
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xhe i. ■ i_.Lgchc.ud over the River ORNE'has been' extended and Ideal"

advances were nude to .improve our positions east of MONT RINCON.

Targets in--immediatesupport.of. the ground forces southeast of

CAEN and airfields at LA BERTHE,. CLASTRES, YHLACOUBLAY and ROMILLY-

SUR-SEINE wre attacked successfully by heavy bombers in a day of great

air . -
..

’ v: By last night, and during darkness* heavy b.pnbers also attacked

fuel dumps in forests at ST. CHANTILLY, AIRE-SUR-LYS .and LUCHEUX.

Road and rail bridges were- attacked by, medium and light bombers,

with satisfactory, .results reported *ovcr-nine.. ..widespread targets, most

if them east of the SEINE, Rail yards at IGOVILLE south of ROUEN

. /. were also: attacked.

Long range and short range fighters, in considerable numbers,

swept the area south and east of the battle zone throughout the day

taking heavy toll of enemy transport and attacking gun positions.

'three enemy noneswec-pers in the BAY of BISCAY were attacked by rocket

firing coastal aircraft and were left ablaze.

During the night fires were started among oil tanks south of . . .

FONTAIN3LEAU' and a crane at DTJON was also set afire by light bombers.
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SUPREME HEAD QUARTERS ALLIED EXPEDITIONARY FORCE

PKESS NETjEA SE NO. 79

A. E. A. F. APPOINTMENTS

It may now be stated that the undermentioned RAF officers are

serving with the Allied Expeditionary Air Force in the appointments

specified:

Acting Air Vice-Marshal C.R. STEELE, C. 8., D. F. C., commanding

a Group in the A. E. A.F.

Abating Air Commodore C.H.h. PEARSON,. C.B. E., Senior ,xir Staff

Officer to a Group in the A. E.,\. F.

,Acting Air Commodore D. F. W. Atcherley, D. S. 0., D. F. C., Senior

Air Staff Officer to a Group in the A, E.A.F.

BIOGRAPHIC,AL DETAILS

AXRjgraH&RSIM, CHARLES RCKAIJ) STEELE, C.8., D.?.C. was on Air Staff duties

at 'a Bomber Command group when war broke out and was appointed to a similar post

with the British .Air Forces in France in 1940° .After the fall of France, he was <

appointed Senior .Air Staff Officer of the Southern Rhodesian Air Force. On his

return in 1942 he became Senior Air Staff Officer of a Fighter Group and the following

year went to Fighter Command for Air Staff operations duties. He was mentioned in

despatches in 1941 and was made a C.B. in January 1944. The King of the Hellenes

conferred the Royal Order George I with Swords (Commander) on him in 1943.

Air Vice-Marshal Steele was hern at Ecclesall Bierlow, Sheffield, in 1897 and his

hone is at' Beckenham, Kent. He was educated at Oundle and 'from Sandhurst was

commissioned in the Yorkshire Regiment in 1916, He was seconded to the RFC the same

year and had three operational tours in France. He was granted a permanent commission

in the RAF in 1919 and that year went out to India for flying duties, including

attachment as a test pilot. Returning to England in 1923 he spent three years on

Air Staff duties before taking a Staff College course. In 1930 he was on flying

duties in the Middle East and, the following two yearn in T vaiisjoi’dan and

Palestine.

/AIR COMMODORE
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.AIR CQLIiODORE H. A. 'PEARSON, C.B. E. was in command of a squadron when 'war broke out

and. in 1940 went to Headquarters, No. 11 Group, for Air Staff and. operation room duties.

After similar duties at Fighter Command in 1 941 he commanded an Auxiliary Air Force

fighter squadron and. in the following year, a fighter station. Later in 1942 he

returned, to Fighter Command Headquarters for night operations duties. He was mentioned

in despatches in 1942 and. 1943 nnd. was awarded the C.B. E. this year.

Air Commodore Pearson was bom in Buenos Aires in 1908 and was educated at Charters

Towers, East Grinstead and. Cheltenham College. He entered. Cranwell in 1927 and was

granted a permanent commisione in the RAF in the following year. After normal flying

duties ho qualified, as a flying instructor in 1932, returning to Cranwell in that

capacity. In 1935 he 'was seconded for duty with the Peruvian Government and in

1936/37 was assistant Air Attache in Paris.

ATA D.F. A. ATCHEfDEx, D. S. 0., D. F. C. went to France in September 1939

to command a squadron of the Component Field Force and after a short period on Air

Staff duties early in 1940 with the British Air Force in France 'was appointed to the

Directorate of War Training and Tactics at Air ministry. After commanding a number of

squadrons and stations at home he was given command of a 'wing in East Africa in 1942*

In 1943 be returned to this country and became Senior Air Staff Officer at a Group.

When awarded the D. S. 0. in July 1944 the citation stated that he had completed

much operational flying and was a fearless leader whose iron determination and

unswerving devotion to duty had inspired all under his command. He was awarded, the

DEC in July 1941 and was mentioned in despatches in 1942 and 1943.

Air Commodore Atcherley was born in 1904 and his father lives in York. From the

Royal military College he was commissioned in the East Lancs. Regiment in 1924° He'

was seconded to the RAF in 1927 and granted a permanent commission in 1929. After

serving as a flying instructor at Cranwell he went to India in 1931? remaining there on

flying duties until 1935* In 193& he undertook a course at the Staff College.
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Wednesday August 1944

ARMY

Kabaw Valley and Tiddim Road; After losing heavily,-Japanese rearguards

were driven from positions on the Tiddim Road, 50 miles from Imphal. Indian

troops, following up closely, advanced four miles and regained contact last

night*

In the Kabaw Valley, the count of enemy dead is over 200, while more

than 100 prisoners have been taken.

North Burma: Our troops operating in the Taungni area moved south-

east and reached the M)gaung-Mandalay railway. Advancing south along the

railway they met stiff resistance at Tigyaingzu. Troops of Third Indian

Division west of the railway fought efecr*,-; patrol actions.

AIR

R.A.F. aircraft maintained attacks in the Tiddim Road, Kabaw.Valley and

Chindwin river areas.

U.S.A.A.Fi fighter and fighter-bombers continued to hit objectives in

the neighbourhood of Bhamo and Taungni. Airfield at Shwebo, Kawlin and

Indaw were also attacked.

In central Burma, long-range R.A.F. fighters struck at road and rail

communications from. Kalwea to Ye-U and Sagaing, and R.A.B1
, heavy bombers

made another sweep of the railway from Mandalay to Indavz*

No Allied aircraft is missing.
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FIVE MILE FOLLOWS ATTACK ON AMMUNITION
DUMP

One of the most spectacular sights ever seen by day bomber crews followed

an attack on an ammunition dump in the Foret de Lyons, about ten miles east of

Rouen by Mitchells and Bostons of TAP shortly after noon today.

When the Wing Leader of the Mitchells climbed out of his aircraft after the

show he was probably more excited than after any raid during the past few months,

"The bombing was extremely accurate" he said, "and the effect was amazing, I have

seen nothing to touch it. One lot of bombs started a fire in the woods and this

was followed by a gigantic upheaval of the -earth sending a wave over a radius of

five miles. You could see the whole country-side quivering and th© trees were bent

over by the blast. Flame and smoke rose to a great height. We certainly got the

heart of that ammunition store." The effect of the explosion was felt by the crews

as they flew across the target during the attack.

In addition to the British squadron, a Dutch Mitchell squadron and a French

Boston squadron also took part in the attack, which was carried ou'- in the face of

heavy flak opposition. Two Mitchells and one Boston are missing.
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OFFICIAL ADMIRALITY COMMUNIQUE.

The Danish fishinr vessel Erika, registration No. E. 311, was

recently encountered fishing in prohibited waters in the North Sea.

Thcse vessels have been repeatedly warned by the Admiralty that

they enter these areas at the risk and peril of their crews.
xs a

result the Erika was escorted to a British port.

S.V. 1-
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HEADQUARTERS

EUROPEAN THEATER OF OPERATIONS

UNITED STALLS ARLY.

IALEAS2 NO. 1998.

3,000 TO BE SENT TO EINxNGE.

Lt. Col. Anna Nilsen of Studio City, California, Naucn's Army Corps

director, European Theater of iterations, said in a radio broadcast to

America to-night that present plans call for the assignment of 3,000

of the 6,500 W. A.Cs. in the Theater to various headquarters in francor

"jjvury \i.A. C. hopes she will be one of the lucky J,OOO and waits

eagerly for the cloy", she said.

Col. Nilson, who has just retuend to London from an inspection trip

in Normandy, said the 300 17. A. Os. already in Prance -wore working hard,

but were in excellent health and spirits.

"Oncc again the KA. Os'. have honestly proven themselves to he the

host kind of soldiers", she said.
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NINTH AIR FORCE MARAUDERS HIT SIX BRIDGES ON ROUTES TO PARIS.

NINTH BOMBER COLRiAND HEADQUARTERS.

Six key railway bridges, all on important routes to Paris, and all

on a 125-mile line running close to Paris from southwest to northcast,

were bombed by separate Waves of Marauders of the Ninth Air Force today.

At the same time a small force of Ninth Air Force Havocs struck at a

German radio station in the Argentan- Alencon sector with good results.

The bridge attacks were aimed at blocking the. movement by the enemy of

troops and supplies to Paris, either on their way to the present front or

for eventual defense of the city itself.

The bombers, escorted by Ninth Air Force Lightnings and Thunderbolts,

met no enemy fighter opposition. None of the bombers is missing.

The objectives were

The temporary bridge, at Chartres, on the Paris-Rouen line.

A rail bridge at Pontoisc, 10 miles northwest of Paris.

The Bcaumont-sur-Oisc railway bridge, 15 miles north of Paris#

The Vcrberic railway bridge, 8 miles southwest of Oompiegne.

A double-track bridge and embankment over the Oise River at Oompiegne.

Particularly good results were reported by crows v/ho took part in the

Boaumont-sur-Oisc and Oompiegne missions.

”\Ve the hit the- Bcaumont-sur-Oise "bridge so effectively," said Col,Joe

W. Kelly, of Columbus, Ind., a Marauder group commander, "that the last

flight of bombers, seeing that the "bridge was already out, decided to bomb

a highway "bridge higher up the river".

S/Sgt# Robert Tipton; of 2067, South Shelby. Avenue, Louisville, Ky.,

who flew on the Oompiegne operation, reported:

"I saw bombs from four of our flights hit the "bridge until nothing but

the two ends remained standing#”
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JAPANESE-AMERICAN BATTALION EOLG-HT ON ALMOST
ALL FRONTS IN TtALY

hashingio.Todnesday

The Japanese-American 100th infantry Battalion has taken part in

fighting on almost every front established in the .Allied drive through Italy,

a survey of U
W
S B Fifth .Army reports disclosed to-day*

The Battalion is composed entirely of volunteers, most of whom are from

the Hawaiian Islands. It recently received a citation from Lieut-Gen*

Mark W. Clark, commanding general of the Fifth Army, for taking a vital

highway position in the vicinity of Belvedere and Sasseta last June*

It first went into action in the Naples area, and fought its way across

the Volturno and Rapido rivers. It. was in the front lines at Cassino for

40 days,, and, after being transferred to the beachhead at Anzio, took part

in the breakthrough to Rome.

In its ten months of almost continuous fighting, the battalion had only

two of its men captured, while it took hundreds of prisoners, killed hundreds

more, and destroyed vast quantities of enemy material* Many military

decorations have been bestowed upon members of the battalion.

There has never been a case of desertion or absence without leave in the

100th, although there were two cases of "Reverse A.W*O*L* H Two soldiers

left field hospitals before their wounds were completely healed to make their

way back to their outfit*

U.S.O.W.I
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CGd UNIQUE

PROM : HEADQUARTERS, UNITED STATES STRATEGIC AIR FORCES IN EUROPE

A railroad marshaling yard at Saarbrucken and targets in the

Stuttgart region and elsewhere in southern Germany were attacked

today by strong forces of B-17 Flying Fortresses and B-24 Liberators

of tho EighthAir Force. Generally the bombers encountered unfavourable

■weather.

Strong forces of P-38 Lightnings, P-47 Thunderbolts and P~5l

Mustangs of the Eighth Fighter Command escorted the heavies and

reported 33 enemy planes shot down in aerial combat. None of the

interceptors was able to penetrate the fighter screen around the

bombers. Our fighters also strafed enemy airfields and shot up 30

enemy planes on the ground and destroyed 50 locomotives and 137

freight cars.

Flal< was moderate to intense.

Eighteen of our bombers and two of our fighters are missing

from the day’s operations.
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ANOTHER ENEMY FUEL DEPOT BOWED.

R.A.F. Bomber Command kept up its offensive against the enemy’s oil supplies

today when a strong force of Halifaxes, with fighter cover, attacked an army fuel depot

in the Foret de Morinal, a fevr miles southeast of Valenciennes.

This depot, like the- three attacked last night, is a considerable distance from the

battle area - some 200 miles from Caen, but with the destruction of the depots in the

more immediate vicinity of the front, the Germans arc being forced to go farther and

farther afield as their needs become more and more desperate. There have been cases

over

where lorries have been scnt/200 miles for supplies, and have broken down on the way

back through running out of petrol themselves.

To increase the enemy’s difficulties still further,R.A.F. Bomber Command have, in

the last few days, been carrying out a systematic offensive against "the enemy’s more

®stant depots, with the object of making him go even further afield for his supplies than

at present.

The -weather improved as the Halifaxes were flying to the target and it was so clear

by the time they reached the depot that many of the crews identified it visually. The

markers went down,and -within a few minutes smoke was pouring into the sky. By the end

of the attack, black, oily smoke had reached a height of 8,000 feet, and there were

many fires bumirig in the target area. One pilot described how he saw fires running

through the wood where the depot was hidden.

A bomb aimer in another Halifax, Sergeant K, Honan, of Toronto, sail: "We had. no

difficulty in picking out the target, in fact we followed the road "below us to it.

Smoke was rising into the air and obscuring the markers, but-I got my load down all right.

As we turned away other members of the crew shouted out over the intercomm that they had

just seen an explosion. Flames roared up after it went off. I looked back and

watched the other Halifaxes going in. Their bombs were falling plumb into the target"

area.
”
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For short periods, one just before midnight and the other

early this morning, the enemy spnt flying bombs over the southern

counties, including the London area.
,

Damage and casualties were caused*
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Lancasters of R. Bieber Command made another long flight in daylight to-day

to bomb the U-boat base at La Pallice, sone 240 miles down the coa.st from Brest. Some

of the Lanco-stors, carrying 12,000-psunders, bombed the U-boat pens and others the oil

tanks from which the submarines draw their .fuel.

The Ijunca-stors set off a. little before'lo o'clock in the morning, and it was net

until four in the afternoon that they reached their bases ayain. They had fiphtor

cover all the way there and ba.ck, and although the Luftwaffe made no a.ttcnpt to inter-

fere, the cneiay put up an intense barra.ro. "The sky was absolutely full of flak," one

of the pilots said, "but alth.uph shells burst fairly near .ay La.nca.ster wo wore not hit

a.s we went yn to drop our bombs. Thu sky was clear, but there was sone haze, and teds

made it ra.ther difficult to observe results, dll the same I sow two 12,000-pandors yo

ripht down in to the tarred area."

meanwhile sone other Lancasters were bambino the fuel tanks. There was sone haze

there, too, but one pilot described how he saw four sticks of bombs fall ripht on the

aiming point. "Smoke cone pourinp up and as we turned away, fires were starting■.up.

You could see the flames darting through the thick, .ily smoke."

Now that Brest,’Lorient and St. Nazairc arc all threatened by the advancing

American troops, the U-boat bases farther south have become additionally important to

the enemy. The first U-boat pens were built there in June, 1942, and the following

month the enemy began excavations in order to extend the existing shelters. Since then

submarines have used La. Ballico to attack our Atlantic convoys.
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CTJPiAL IN FRANCE.

By Havard Covan, for Conbinod r

, x
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S. H.A.E.F. in Noraandy»

■ jdncsday, AugusT' VtlT.

General .Jisonhovzcr lias established headquarters on the continent in order co oiain-

tain closest possible contact with the allies’ fast-rolling offensive p;oainst the

Geman amy.

The Supreme Corxiandei’’s headquarters unit was moved to Purmandy by air the past

few clays. Officers and enlisted personnel- including \i. A. Os. - are living in tents

in a camouflaged area under constant patrol by heavily armed 1,1. ps»

The General is situated near an airfield fron which he makes speedy trips daily

for personal conferences with Q-encral dontpomcry and General Bradley.

Yesterday he saw his British and American field comanders both of whom were able

to yivc highly favourable reports on the progress of the renewed drive from Caen and the

tank smash on the western and southern ends of the Allies’ far-flunp front*

Instantaneous telephone communication with Supreme Headquarters in London is avail-

able from the General’s trailer living quarters, under twenty-four hours guard by an

L.P. who squats in a dugout behind a machine gun.

J The General* s guardians take no chances on his safety.

Eisenhower's aide Cowander Harry C. Butcher forucr C.B. S. Executive of New York

City, sleeps in a tent a few yards away.

110 was awakened late the other nirht by the- thunder of a near-by Ack-Ack battery.

Scradblinp out of his bedroll to make for a foxhole Butcher tripped over a washstand,

•runted and sunt the pan clattering to the ground.

’’Halt", roared an A.P.

"I crawled back into ay tent and jot back in bed/' Butcher Jrinned.

P. S. It was not a raid - just a false alarm.
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Er ora Marshall Yarrow, for the Combined press

.Advanced Coma nd Post, SHAEF
'IN NOR uRiDx» Wedi'SsdayJ

' 7* V.
General Eisenhower has moved his Headquarters from Britain over to

France♦

Authority to reveal this information was given to~day by Supreme

Headquarters.

The Supreme Commander*s Headquarters are now situated near an air-

port> comfortably laid out in orchard country.

General Eisenhower conferred with Prime Minister Churchill when the

latter visited France during Bank Holiday. He has also held recent

consultations with General Montgomery and General Bradley and their

Comma nders.

While the Supreme Commander’s Headquarters -were in Britain he made

ten flying trips to France.
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